
Fixed Chamber Round Balers

More choice. Better bales.
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Reliable, stress-free baling. 
Season after season.
When it’s time to bring in the harvest you need to be ready 
to go at a moment’s notice. The moisture content can make 
a real difference to the quality of your silage, hay or straw.

Our balers are designed for regular, low maintenance 
operation, enabling you to consistently produce dense bales, 
even with tough silage. 
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F440E/450E*
Easy and economical. Robust and compact.

Ideal for regular use

Excellent value

Performs best in dry crop

 
 
*Not available in the UK & Ireland

Find the perfect partner
From the entry level E Series* balers right up to the hihighgh 
performance R models, there is a baler to suit eevevery 
budget and every farming operation. Eacachh with a choice 
of different pick-up widths, cappaccititieies and monitoring 
and control systems.

All built to the samamee, uncompromising John Deere standards.

*Not available in the UK & Ireland
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F440M

Low to frequent, versatile use

Multi-crop performer

F440R
High capacity. Heavy duty design.

Built for high volume use

Excellent in wet silage

C440R

Transport Table System increases baling speed

Excellent in wet silage 

Fixed Chamber Round Balers
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y to maintain.Easy
w quick checks andA fe
’reyou’ ready to go.

Why a John  Deere baler? Team work is the short answer. Buying a baler is not just aabobout 
adding a new machine. A baler and tractor are a team. The better matched tthehey are, the better 
result you’ll get.

John  Deere is the world’s leading tractor manufacturer and d wewe know how to get the 
perfect match between baler and tractor. The premiiumum bale chamber produces even pressure 
for optimum bale density. When you combinee iitt with one of our easy to use controllers, 
you get perfect bales, quickly and easiilyly. SSo now you can work at speed without compromising 
quality. 

We should know – we’veve sold more than 250,000 balers worldwide.
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TThhee JJohn  Deere Advantage
Minimal crop losses

Perfectly shaped bales

Easy maintenance

Integrated monitoriningg systems

CoComprehensive uptime support

Unique crop care packaging

Strong resale value
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Highly versatile pick-up 
All John  Deere balers are equipped with a pick-up featuring a cam track. Thhisis ttechnology 
offers unbeaten performance in short or sticky crops such as a 2nd oorr 3r3rd cut silage. The short 

tine angle prevents crop pinching.

Durable pick-up strippers

keep them rust-free for the longg hahaul. Stainless steel strippers on the F440R/C440R Series offer 
extended resistance to addddititiives and a constant gliding quality. 

Easy settings

secocondnds for all balers. A true advantage for uptime.

Less maintenance and servicing
Begin with a proven design. Now add automatic chain lubrication, easy greasing of 
bearings or limited shielding to remove. What have you got ? A lot less servicing. A llotot more 
peace of mind.

Less work. Better quality.

Stainless steel strippers
High quality materials such as stainless 
steel boost resale value, keeping your 
equipment looking new for years to come.

Full settings
The ISOBUS automatic greasing system 
lets you easily set all machine parameters 
from the comfort of the cab.

Automatic chain lubrication
This time-saving feature ensures quiet, 
reliable performance.
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Control Box
This straightforward, 3 button control 
box couldn’t be easier to use. Switch on. 
Wait for the buzzer to sound and the ‘stop’ 

Netwrap button for your preferred crop 
care packaging.  

 

*Not avilable in the UK & Ireland

A rugged, high contrast colour display with 
a rotary menu button and pre-set keys. 
It’s easy to navigate and select options even 
on rough ground and works well in sunlight.  

BaleTrak Easy, BaleTrak & BaleTrak Plus
BaleTrak Easy offers basic net and twine tying 
management control. BaleTrak adds shape 
indicator, complete net and twine tying 
management and full screen. BaleTrak Plus 

 

Effortless control. Perfect bales every time.
There’s a range of easy to use control systems and monitors depending on your choice of baler – so you’ll get perfect bales every time

GreenStar 1800

with 17 cm colour screen and a scroll 
wheel to choose the menu options. 
Compatible with AutoTrac guidance 
you can use it for baling as well as other 
tractor applications.  
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Eassyy aand Economical.
Robust and compact.
The F440E and F450E* are economical, straightforward,
robustly engineered balers. They’re ideal for small livestock 
farmers who cut their own forage or as a back-up machine 
for larger operations.

Complete with twine and netwrap binding systems there’s
a choice of either 1.2 m (F440E*) or 1.5 m (F450E*) 
diameter bales with a standard 1.5 m pick-up or optional
1.9 m pick-up for heavier windrows.

*Not available in UK & Ireland
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Strong and touugghh. Easy cutting. 
Easy manuauall adjustments
Anallogogue pressure management gauge for bale density, adjustable cams for pick-up 
aand pre-set stops for netwrap revolutions.

Rugged and reliable 
Frame mounted construction, reinforced tailgate hinge and galvanised pick-up ensure long life.

High quality hay bales 
Produces a soft core, which is perfect for long lasting bales.

Aggressive pick-up action with a high performance feeder rake that collects lighter, drier crops.

Excellent on hillsides and in tight spaces.

Automatic chain oiling system, clearly labelled greasing points and common parts for 
easier repair.
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Fixed Chamber Round Balers – M, R & C Series family

1  High capacity feeding system 
Already tried and tested in the 
900 Series balers, the high 
performance pick-ups let you bale 
faster in heavy windrows without
plugging.

2  Rugged frame design 
The heavy duty backbone takes
all the stress and strain for a long,
reliable working life.

3  Powerful driveline 
The integrated driveline with fewer 
moving components requires less
maintenance and is more reliable. 

4  Excellent access 
The gullwing style doors on 
either side fully open for easy 
maintenance and adjustments. 
The front step also provides 
clear access for fast netwrap
installation.

5  Heavy duty chains and bearings
Fewer chains with thicker linking 
plates and upgraded bearings

6

Another 900 Series feature, 
they minimise soil compaction for 
faster regrowth between cuts.

Family valuueess:: MM, R & C Series.
The M, R & C SSereriies balers share core components including features from the 

ofof our industry leading baling technology.
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A very good multicrop feeder. 

ensure even crop distribution in 
both wet and dry crops. The result 
is well shaped bales with even 
density.

MaxiCut HC 13 
A popular option for silage cutting. 

sweep the crop against 13 knives 
to produce the ideal 80 mm silage 
length.

MaxiCut HC 25 
Choose up to three different crop 
length settings from the monitor 
display: uncut, 40 and 80 mm. 

Hands-free unplugging 
With our unique, patented 

are effortlessly cleared in seconds.
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OfOffering true multi-crop baling the F440M is ideal for medium volume use or for low volumee ooperations where a narrow 
timeframe means high capacity and speed are essential. Packed full of features it’s a hihighgh value package that will perform 
reliably, year after year.

There’s a choice of MultiCrop or Silage Special.

The MultiCrop concept features a bale chamber that combiineness 7 ribbed rolls with a chain and slat conveyor and is ideal 
for baling all kinds of crops. 

the driest crops such as brittle straww.

The reinforced rolollsls and heavy duty tailgate cylinders provide all the strength needed to produce dense, heavy and 
well shappeded bbales.
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Choioicce of 2 m galvanised pick-ups

Choice of bale chambers

BaleTrak Easy / BaleTrak mmoonitors

Quiet operation
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ThThee rugged and reliable design of the F440R is for high volume silage baling operations where speed andd ccapacity are 

wet crops. The reinforced gearbox and driveshaft means you can push it to the absolute limimitt without any worries.

Choice of High Capacity feeding systems 

Wide range of monitors 

capability including guidance.

Minimal soil compaction 

Easy maintenancee  

Exxcecellllent crop care packaging management 
Fast and easy netwrap loading and smooth twine feeding system.

High capacity. Heavy duty design.
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Choice of High Capacity feeding systems

Extra strong drive systetemm

Acceleraatetes baling 

Choice of colour displays
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XtraNet roll

XtraFilm StretchwrapXtraTwine

CoverEdge roll

Fixed Chamber Round Balers – Crop care packaging

Our crop care packaging products guarantee high 
performance, trouble-free baling. You’ll enjoy low cost 
per bale and better protection.

netwrap over twine. The additional cost of the netwrap is 
offset by the fuel savings you’ll make with faster baling.

XtraNet – Bale all day. For less. 
Featuring the easy loading Zebra system, it’s a proven 
performer.

CoverEdge – Leading-edge protection. Perfect bales. 
Extends over the edge of the bale for better protection.

 
Reduced risk of kinks and high grade, strong plastic. 

 
UV inhibitor reduces sun damage and superior cling properties 
produce a powerful, airtight seal.

Maximising the value of every bale
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Our dealer networkrk aand support services are dedicated to keeping you baling all day long.

whwhicichh ensures your dealer retains stock of all common seasonal parts.

Genuine John Deere parts are engineered and manufactured to rigorous standards. 
They are designed, tested and built just for John Deere machines. There is no substitute 
for genuine John Deere parts:

Comprehensive 12 month warranty. 

Saving you time and minimising labour costs.

Get a better price if you ever decide to sell.

Our worldwide distribution network will get parts to your dealer fast. 

During the harvest season your dealer is open extra long hours.

Maximising your uptime
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F440E* F450E* F440M F440R C440R

BALE
1.20 1.50 1.25 – 1.35 1.25 – 1.35 1.25 – 1.35
1.20 1.20 1.17 1.17 1.17

PICK-UP

Tines bar  4 tine bars with camtrack design and  
adjustable position 

 4 tine bars with camtrack design & 
galvanised strippers

5 tine bars with camtrack design and  
stainless steel strippers

Crop compressor Compressor rods Compressor rods

Gauge wheels
as option as option as option

FEEDER
Type Forks Forks MaxiCut HC 13 MaxiCut HC 13

MaxiCut HC 13 MaxiCut HC 25 MaxiCut HC 25

Numbver of knives 13 13 or 25 13 or 25
Knives set 0 – 13 HC13: 0-13. HC25: 0-12-13-25 HC13: 0-13. HC25: 0-12-13-25
Unplugging system

as option

parallel kinematic parallel kinematic parallel kinematic
BALE CHAMBER
Type 1 ribbed roll + convoyor with 33 slats 2 ribbed roll + conveyor with 41 slats

rear conveyor with 32 reinforced slats
17 ribbed rolls with 2 reinforced and 

2 heavy duty
17 ribbed rolls with 2 reinforced and 

2 heavy duty
Sillage Special: 17 ribbed rolls 

Bale dumping Bale ejector as base Bale ejector as base Ramp as option Ramp as option

Twine System Continuously adjustable by knob Continuously adjustable by knob 2 independant arms as option 2 independant arms as option Not available
Boarding capacity 4 twines spools 4 twines spools 5 twine spools 5 twine spools Not available

Net system Option. Adjustable by 0.5 turns. Option. Adjustable by 0.5 turns. Option Base Base
Boarding capacity 1 roll 1 roll 2 net rolls as base + 1 roll as option 2 net rolls as base + 1 roll as option 2 net rolls as base + 1 roll as option
CoverEdge compatibility NO NO Yes Yes Yes
MONITORS
Type Control Box. 

Tying launching management
Control Box. 

Tying launching management
BaleTrak Easy or BaleTrak BaleTrak+ as base with MaxiCut HC13

Base with MaxiCut HC 25
GreenStar 1800 as option

GreenStar 1800 as option with 
ISOBUS baler

No monitor as option 

No monitor as option with ISOBUS baler
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F440E* F450E* F440M F440R C440R

DRIVE LINE
PTO speed 540 RPM 540 RPM 540 RPM 540 RPM 540 RPM

1000 RPM base with MaxiCut HC25, 
Option with MaxiCut HC13

1000 RPM base with MaxiCut HC25, 
Option with MaxiCut HC13

PTO security / capacity Shearbolt driveline security as base. Shearbolt driveline security as base. 90 kW shearbolt driveline security Camclutch -113 kW for 540 RPM PTO, 
136 kW for 1000 RPM PTO

Camclutch -113 kW for 540 RPM PTO, 
136 kW for 1000 RPM PTO

102 kW camclutch with MaxiCut HC13, 

MAINTENANCE
Auto chain lubrication Option Option Option Base Base
Grease bank Base
Auto greasing system Cartridge or tank/ 

ISOBUS system as option
Cartridge system as base, tank/

ISOBUS system as option
Extended greasing interval 
PTO

Base Base

Bale transfer Table Transfer System with 
optimised speed 

Wrapping arms 2 arms with optimised speed
Film breakage sensor Base

Automatic or manual. Rubber mat 
or bale tilt as option 

Film boarding capacity 2 x 750 mm rolls on wrapping arms + 
10 rolls storage

Tyre size 11.5/80-15.3 11.5/80-15.3 11.5/80-15.3 15/70-18 19/45-17 Flotation + with tandem axle
400/60-15.5 400/60-15.5 15/55-17 16/70-20

19/45-17 500/55-20
500/55-20 500/60-R22.5

600/50-22.5
MINI POWER REQUIREMENT
kW/hp 30/40 37/50 56/75 75/100 82/110

* Not available in UK & Ireland 



The hay and 
forage specialists
Thanks to weekend opening hours, extended seasonal 
hours and on-going training on the latest information 
and techniques, our professional dealers are the perfect 
partner for all your hay and forage needs.

fast delivery to maximise your uptime even during the peak 
harvesting season.

Choose from:

 9 Square balers

 4 Fixed chamber balers

 7 Variable chamber balers

 3 Combination wrapping balers

 7 Self propelled forage harvesters

14 Mower conditioners
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Not available in all countries please consult your local dealer.

This literature has been compiled for worldwide circulation. While general information, pictures and descriptions are provided, 

this literature without notice.




